
Remember the Titans: Film Questions 

Here are some taglines from the actual film: 

      They came together when their classmates and loved ones would not. 

 

      History is written by the winners. 

 

        Before they could win, they had to become one. 

 

Write your own taglines for the film beside each cover image (you should create TWO taglines) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Tagline #1: 

Tagline #2: 



Remember the Titans: Film Questions 

It's 1971 in Alexandria, Virginia. High school football is the town's most popular sport. 
The school board is under court order to integrate the public schools -- both students 

and faculty. It demotes the white man who is head coach of the high school football 
team, appointing a black man instead. Many of the new black students are going to 
make the starting team. Some students, white and black, who started for their school 

the year before or who expected to make the starting team in 1971, will be sent to the 
bench. Tensions are very high. 
 

This film has two stories. One is the story about the triumph of an underdog sports 
team. The other describes the successful integration of a high school football team 
using three important subplots. The first is the interaction between the two coaches. 

Head coach Herman Boone, given responsibility for a team filled with angry players, 
both black and white, must get through the hard times. Coach Yoast accepts his new 
role and becomes an effective and loyal part of Boone's coaching staff. The two men, 

although they have different coaching styles, are united in their desire to create a 
winning team and do what's best for the students. The second story is about two 
players, Gary Bertier, the white team captain, and Julius Campbell, a talented black 

player. Coach Boone makes them share a room together at training camp. The boys get 
beyond their hatred and create a friendship that lasts the rest of their lives. The third 
story is about the racial integration of the team. Responding to the leadership of 

Boone, Yoast, Bertier, and Campbell, the team comes together as a unit despite the 
racial hatred dividing the community around it. The Titans become a model of 

integration for a city in troubled times.  

 

 
Answer THREE of the questions below. Use at least FOUR FULL SENTENCES for each answer. 

1. What examples of segregation and racism are displayed in the film? 

2. Racial tension is the main conflict in Remember the Titans. Boone states, “This is where they 

fought the Battle of Gettysburg. Fifty thousand men died right here on this field, fightin’ the 

same fight that we’re still fightin’ amongst ourselves today.” [0:32:00 – 0:32:50] History is said 

to repeat itself and many years have passed since 1971. Are we still facing some of the same 

issues today? Discuss recent examples of conflicts/issues that have divided the community or 

nation. Discuss conflicts that divide the students of Kahnawake Survival School. 

3. Would you have worked under Coach Boone as Coach Yoast did? Why or why not? What do you 

think made Coach Yoast stay with the team even after he lost his job as head coach? Was it only 

a concern for the white athletes, or was there a deeper reason? 

4. Gary Bertier and Coach Yoast chose to stand up for what they believed in and embraced 

integration over segregation. For Bertier, his beliefs cost him his girlfriend for a time and his 

best friend. For Coach Yoast, it cost him entry into the high school hall of fame. Have you ever 

had to do something similar to what these two did? What convictions and beliefs would you 

stand up for regardless of the cost? 

5. What questions would you ask someone of another race or ethnic group as a means of getting 

to know that person? Would an assignment such as the one Coach Boone gave to the players be 

difficult or easy for you to accomplish? Why? 



Remember the Titans: Film Questions 

Vocabulary words from Remember the Titans 

Find and write the meaning of each of the bolded words that appear on this assignment sheet. 

Word Definition 

integrate/integration  

segregate/segregation  

demote  

appoint   

triumph   

united   

despite   

racism  

conflict  

conviction  

 


